ABOUT US
The Madison Liberty Institute is an independent research and educational organization whose mission is to promote the founding principles of the American republic, free-market solutions, and to “secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity.”

Our vision is for a freer, more prosperous future. One where our neighbors and future leaders understand and champion the virtues and institutions that create a more harmonious society and protect our rights to life, liberty, property, conscience, and the pursuit of happiness.

WHY MADISON?
The Madison Liberty Institute is named after James Madison.

The quickest and, perhaps, most simple explanation is that the organization was founded and headquartered in Madison County, Idaho. However, that explanation alone is not the case. James Madison was a champion for liberty, president of the United States, father of the U.S. Constitution, and architect of the Bill of Rights.

We are proud to honor the last founding father and carry on the cause of liberty in his name as the Madison Liberty Institute.

Join with the Madison Liberty Institute
CHAMPION THE CAUSE OF LIBERTY!

CONTACT US
📞 208.352.2973
✉️ info@madisonliberty.org
🌐 www.MadisonLiberty.org
👥 MadisonLibertyInstitute
📍 116 S Center Street | PO. Box 22
       Rexburg, Idaho 83440
POLICY ENGAGEMENT

The Madison Liberty Institute actively engages with citizens, communities, and policymakers to “secure the blessings of liberty” as promised by the founders and protected by our Constitution. As James Madison set the standard for Constitutional government, personal liberty, and civic virtue, we advocate public policies that preserve and promote these ideals in the following areas:

- First Freedoms
- Civil Society
- Family Prosperity
- Limited, Constitutional Government
- Federalism
- Educational Freedom
- Free Market Economy

MADISON LIBERTY INSTITUTE:
Champions for life, liberty, property, conscience, and the pursuit of happiness.

“...It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” - Samuel Adams

BrushFires is the civic engagement project of the Madison Liberty Institute. Our goal is to establish modern-day committees of correspondence in each county throughout Idaho as we seek to spark the flames of freedom.

In the founding era, committees of correspondence energized the people, “to understand their interests and act in concert. Committees were so universally appointed throughout the colonies that the friends of liberty had speedy and direct channels opened with each other in every part of the continent. This increased their mutual intelligence, gave them confidence and encouragement, harmonized their sentiments, and sowed the seeds of union.”

Idaho, and the nation, is in dire need of modern-day committees of correspondence to mature and guide public sentiment in preserving the founding principles of the American republic and to “secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity.”

Interested in sparking a BrushFire in your own community? Together, we can ignite the flame.

“...The advancement and diffusion of knowledge is the only guardian of true liberty.” - James Madison

Spark Freedom is the student and youth engagement project of the Madison Liberty Institute. Located in Rexburg, Idaho near the campus of BYU-Idaho, the SparkFreedom project is devoted to improving America’s quality of life by enlightening tomorrow’s leaders in the principles of economic freedom and true liberty.

Spark Freedom provides:

- Career development and internships
- Community engagement
- Educational materials
- Events and activities
- Leadership training
- Liberty library
- Networking opportunities
- Physical presence for student clubs
- Reading, study, and discussion groups
- Research projects
- Shared resources
- Unified conservative front
- Workshops, forums, and seminars

SPARKING BRUSHFIRES OF FREEDOM
One student at a time.